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Michael Snow's WAVELENGTH
One of the most encouraging features of a certain mainstream of contemporary advanced arts has been the interest it has taken in important
epistemological questions. The signs of this are widespread but nowhere are they
more striking than in the exploration of illusionism which characterizes much of
contemporary artistic production-an exploration which, inasmuch as it surveys
both the nature ofthe material relations constructed in the work ofart and the effect of those relations upon the perceptual processes of the viewer, raises a whole
gamut of questions concerning the nature, conditions and validity of experience. '
Among those artists concerned with epistemological questions, many have
found in the cinema an art form uniquely qualified to present their ideas. The
reasons for asserting that the cinema occupies such an epistemologically
privileged position have been various. For some of these artists, the claim rests
upon the fact that the flow of images in a film can directly represent the everchanging contents of consciousness,'?Others have claimed that the cinema offers a
structure or set ofstructures isomorphic to certain structures (usually temporal) of
consciousness. In consequence, in the work of this second group, the other great
concern ofthe mainstream of contemporary advanced art, the self-reflexive concern with the forms and structures of art objects, converges with the inquiry into
the structures of consciousness.
This latter school finds an exemplary figure in the person of Michael Snow.
It is well known that much of Snow's work consists in part of an exploration of the
forms and structures of art objects and of their effects upon the perceptual
processes; here it suffices to submit as evidence that several of his works consist of
an examination of the effects of the operations of recent cinema. Examples of this
or€ €
, which surveys the effects of various tempi and frames3 of the operative
action of panning and tilting; One Second in Montreal, which, by projecting for
varying lengths of time a number of still images, illustrates the way in which tem.porality is inscribed in the cinematographic image'; La Rbgion Centrale which is
in part a meditation upon the relations between the frame, the image and the

photographic subject dealing with the way in which the frame's function of
isolating a portion of space acts also to imply a spatio-temporal continuum out-

side its boundss ; and of course Wavelength, which demonstrates the effects on the
perceptual mechanisms of the viewer of a continued zoom across a loft.
But to claim, as several commentators have, that such descriptions as these
exhaustively define the areas of concern of Snow's work would be to commit a
grave error. One fault of such descriptions is that they fail to mention the spiritual
dimension of Snow's work. Evidence that such concerns have preoccupied Snow
throughout his career could be found in almost any of Snow's works as a filmmaker, as in much of his art-work in toto. Restricting ourselves to educing
evidence from the works cited aboye, we would refer to the fact that ++ is
structured around a series of opposites which are unified by the velocit-r' of
the panning movement and so offers us, as Snow himself has pointed out6, an
analogue to religious transcendence; that La RLgion Centrale, in its positing
within the cascading tumult of images a central point of absolute stillness, offers
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an analogue to the zero point ofnirvanic consciousness which lies behind the flow
of inrages in consciousness, and that Wavelengll explores the possibility of transcendence.

To point out merely this, however, is still to miss the most damning
refutation of the view that Snow is an artist,/filmmaker whose concerns are exclusively formal and to ignore a central feature of his work-a feature which, I
contend, justifies the claim that Snow is a filmmaker of major importance.
The f"eature of Snow's work to which I refer is, of course, Snow's use of art
to expiore epistemological problems. The fact that this feature, though both
prominently foregrounded ard recurrent in his work, has been little mentioned? in
the now somewhat extensive literature on Snow's work indicates that there is a
need to explore this idea at some length. Epistemological problems have occupied
a central place in Snow's work ever since the beginning of his career: for example
the famous Walking Women is really in theme and structure a "declension of
ideas" on the modes of illusionism. But it is with the frlm Wavelength
a frlm
which even according to Snow's own admission8 represented both a summation
of
his previous art-work and a prr:jection of his future fiIm work * that the total
range of his epistemological preoccupations was pressed into the service of a
single unified work rather than explored piecemeal, For this reason, we shall undertake an analysis of Wavelength as a dernonstration of the way in which
epistemological and fbrnial inquiry converge in tris work.
First a rather brief description of the film. Snow's own description oi the
film, prepared for the 1967 International Festival at Knokke-1e-7.oute, reads in
part as follows:
The film is a continuous zoom which takes 45 rninutes to go
from its widest fieid to its smailest and final field. It was shot with
a fixed camera at one end of an 80 foot loft, shooting the other
end, a row ofwindows and the street. Thus the setting and the action which takes place are cosmically equivalent, The room (and
the zoom) are interrupted by four human events, including a
death. The sound, music and speech, occurred simultaneously
with an electronic sound, a sine-wave which goes from its lowest
(50 cycles per second) note to highest (1200 c.p.s.) in 40 minutes.

f)ne would want to add to this description only five things. Firstly, the event which
Snow unanibiguously refers to as a death in this text is not presented so unambiguously in the film; in the film. a man staggers into the room and talls on the
floor apparently drunk or dead; iater, rvhen a woman places a telephone call, in
referring to the body lying on the floor, she insists that it is that of a dead man.
Secondly, there is a striking dissimilarity amongst the four "human events" in
that each successive event occurs in a flatter space than the previous event and
marks an ir:crease in mobility and dramatic ef,fect over the previous one. Thirdly,
as a result ofchanges in the film stock, exposure, and time ofday, the space inside
the loft and that outside the loft vary in visibility; at times the loft only is visible,
the windows being blocked up by light or darkness; at other times the loft is itself
next to invisible while the streets, store, offices and light outside are clearly visible,
and at still other times, the loft and the outside are both clearly visible. Fourthly,
the film concludes with the zoom centering upon a photographic image ofa wave.
And fifthly, the zoom is not smcroth and continuous but is disrupted by events of
four sorts: firstly" a stammering or taltering in the progression of the zoom;
secondly, colour flashes of an extraordinary intensity: thirdly, changes in grain
created by the use of filters, negative printing and a variety of film stocks; and
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fourthly, the superimposition over the progression of the zoom of images with
wider field, echoing images from a previous point in the film.
A central aspect of the film is the exploration of various modes of
cinematic experience. This exploration is initiated right at the beginning of the
film by the use of two very different cinematic styles. The film opens with the first
of the "human events"-two men, supervised by a woman, move a large bookcase
into the room. Several devices are used to give this portion of the film a highly
mimetic character. The use of the shortest focal length of the zoom lens, the
placing of the camera at an oblique angle to the wall, and the recession of people
and objects through the field all help to create the illusion of deep space. At the
same time, synchronous sound and naturalistic colour and lighting contribute
further to the "realistic texture" of the image. Shortly after this "human event" is
completed, however, the mimetic charactet of the iinage is quickly destroyed. A
number of strategies are used to accomplish this. In the first place, narrative transitivity is destroyed: this first event does not initiate a series of subsequent
dramatically related events. And secondly, the zoom begins to stammer and falter
its way forward, while light and colour changes of an extraordinary intensity occur.
As would be expected, one reacts to these two portions ofthe opening section ofthe film in very different ways. At first, the audience responds to the film
much as it would respond to any traditional illusionistic dramatic film. This
response, however, is undercut: in the second portion the use ofcolour and light
changes, the duration of the extension of the zoom and the absence of dramatic
action (at least dramatic action as we usually conceive it) cause the audience to
redirect its attention to the material nature of the film.
The differences in nature of these two kinds of response need to be further
elaborated, for an understanding of these differences is necessaty to a comprehension of Snow's thoughts on illusionism. When viewing the first portion of
the film, as when viewing any well-plotted film, one's attention tends to focus
upon the elaboration ofthe "intrigue". One's energies tend to be expended upon
arriving at an understanding of "what is happening", i.e. in giving a reading of
the text of the film--{eciphering the meaning of objects and actions which the
film presents. Because one's energies are expended upon such conceptualizing activities, and because in a plotted film the objects on the screen undergo frequent
displacement, one's relationship to the objects presented in the film is of a specific
nature: one tends to apprehend these objects " in the mode of distraction", to
think about the objects rather than to open oneself up to contemplating and appreciating their sensual properties.
As the plot becomes thinned and disappears, and as the objects presented,
rather than undergoing frequent displacement, come to remain on the screen for a
considetable period of time, the nature of one's response changes. One's mode of
apprehending the objects becomes less conceptual and more perceptual. One's
energies come to be spent less on determining the signiffing function of the
various objects in the film and more on actually scrutinizing their appearance and
appreciating their sensual properties. Consider, for example, the care one takes in
examining the yellow chair.'q
Upon reflection, one recognizes that the second type of response is a
characteristic response to a work ofone ofthe traditional static visual arts. At one
level then, the difference in the modes of response to the two cinematic styles
alerts one to the crucial difference between the viewer's mode of response to a
work of one of the static visual arts and to a moving picture and so demonstrates
the effect of the introduction of movement into the image1o. But more profoundly
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it marks

a reflection upon and a vigorous refutation of the notion that the ex-

perience of presence can be used as an index of "disillusionment". Traditionally
the experience of "presence" in a drama has been considered a way of combating
the illusionism inherent in the conventionai drama. In showing that by concentrating one's attention on the individual objects one can evoke a sense of
presence, Snow is demonstrating that the experience of presence does not depend
upon the degree to which the "actual-ness" of the objects asserts itself over the
illusion fostered by the material and formal conditions of the work. It depends
rather on the degree to which the material and forrnal conditions ofthe work focus

and concenffate one's perceptual energies. Snow thus refutes the traditional
theories of presence by exposing this mode of "disillusionism" as a further
illusionism.

The conjunction of these two cinematic styles also demonstrates certain
facts about our apprehension of the "passage of time" while vicwing a film. When
viewing the dramatic portion, as when viewing any plotted film, we are, very
frequently, almost unarvare of the "passage of time". It seems as though the attention which we devote to "giving a reading" of the action diminishes the extent
to which we are a\"are of the flow of time. During this portion our apprehension of
time (when we are aware of time at all) is controlled by the intensity and tempo of
ihe dramatic action rather than by the actual running time of that action. During
the other portion, however, (that in which nothing happens except the extension of
the zoom) we are, just because nothing happens, very aware ofthe actual running
time of the piece. Thus the conjunction of these two cinematic styles estatrlishes
the difference between actual rrrnning time and apprehended time.
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The establishment and subsequent replacement of the narrative mode
carries yet another meaning. When viewing the opening portion of the film (that
representing the first ofthe "human events"), one tends to look forward towards
succeeding human actions. This event. then, establishes the expectation that it
will be ihe initial member in a series of interrelated human actions. This expectation. however, is frustrated when for a considerable period oftime no further
"human events" occur. One comes at length to the realization that the extension
ofthe zoom, and not a series of"hurnan events", constitutes ihe niajor action of
the film. And when one comes to this realizatisln, he begins to anticipate not the
human action to follow but rather the next movement of the zoom.
This feature of the work, then, points out several tl:ings. For one thing, it
demonstrates that the experience of film-as-drama is anticipatory in character i.e.
that the experience ofviewirig a film structured upon the dramatie form is characterized by a sense of anticipation and expectation of forthcoming action.
Secondly, it identifies the structural feature of a drama which conrlitions this experience-namely, that the events in a drama are of the nature of relational units
in that they function not as independent entities but as units whose very nature is
determined by the way they lead to sutrsequent events in the drama. Thus the
trajectory described by the continual progression of the zoom stands as a gtand
metaphor f,or the viewer's experience of a drarna and for the dramaiic form itsetrf.
The motivating force for this metaphor lies in the isomorpiiisrn in temporal structure of the progression of the zoom and the experience of a drama and of the
dramatic form itself, an isomorphism which rests in the way in which all these
structures project forward in time" This isomorphisrn establishes the possibility
ofusing the continual progression ofthe zoomas a structural principle for a work
which, although lacking any dramatic action, will nevertheless possess tire structural tensions of a drama. It also makes it possible to use the quintessential
features ofthe operation ofthe zoom to comment upon and to elucidate the essential features of the viewer's response to drama and of the dramatic form itself.
'W'e
have seen, then, how the structure of the film evokes a sense of anticipation. One important effect of this sense of anticipation is that it tenetrs to annihilate one's sense of the present. At the same time, however, one is also under
the influence of a force working against this annihilation of the present--rcf a kind
of perceptual tug which puils one back from the anticipation of what is to follow to
the apprehension of the image in (tc corrupt an expression from Whitehead) the
mode of presentational immediacy. This tension, of course, alerts one to a duality
in the temporal characteristics of any filmic image which has beer: subsumed into
a drama. Because of its photogtaphic character, a filmic image <lemands to be experienced in the mode of presentational immediacy: at the same time, when it is
subsumed into a drama, it evokes an anticipation of actions or events. It is as
though the image demands to be experienced both as something existing in the
present and as something pointing away ftom rhe ilresent aad toward the

future-both

as an

entity in itself and as a relational unit."

Soon the mesmerizing power of the sound track'3 and the film's minirnal

form and extended duration take effect on the viewer; one finds that, at times,
one's attention is directed not towards the film but towards his own mental
processes. In this state ofself-reflection, one becomes aware ofanother important

fact-that

the temporal character which we have described as belonging to the experience ofdrama in fact belongs to al1 experience. All experience, we realize, is
anticipatory in nature and projects itselfforward towards an horizon'

We discover, then, that the isomorphism which we have described as
existing between the basic structural features ofthe overall shape ofthe film, the
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experience of the drama, and the dramatic form itself, can be extended to include
the basic temporal strictures of experience in general. The addition of this new
ti:rm opens a new and profound dimension of meaning in the film. Because temporality is basic both to drama and to experience and because there exists an
isomorphism between the temporal structures of drama and experience, it
becomes possible to use the structural features of drama to comment on and
elucidate the essential structures of experience. And this provides the basis for a
new kind of epistemological cinema; the old epistemological cinema'o utilized the
illusion-conjuring potential offilm to explore the influence ofmaterial objects on
the perceptual processes of the viewer, and so to conduct an inquiry into the
nature, conditions and validity of experience. With Wavelength, a new
epistemological cinema emerges, one which utilizes the structure of the film to

comment upon the structure ofexperience.
The fact that the film is built upon the continual extension ofthe zoom has
other implications. One effect of building the film on a single operation is to
create the illusion that the film is constituted by a single shot. And the very fact
that the film appears to be constituted of a single shot suggests a unity or continuum between the different types of events occuring in the film. But more importantly, the continuum established by building the film upon what appears to be
a single shot alludes to the transcendental unity ofconsciousness which underlies
all ideas in consciousness and setves to unifu them into a single flow.'s In this
regard, then, building the film upon a single operation articulates an analogy to
the unity underlying experience while the fact that this operation is one ofprojection forward articulates an analogy to the way in which, within this continuum of
experience, one event leads to another. Snow has himselfdirected attention to this
aspect of the work, for in an interview in Take One (Yo.3, No 3) he says, "Then I
thought about the kinds of connections between events, and I wanted to have a
range ofconnections".
The fact that the film appears to be recorded in a single shot also serves to
suggest that the film was recorded in real, continuous time. Thus, by confining the
major action of the film to events occuring within the space of the loft'6 and by
creating the impression that the action is recorded in a single space, Snow creates
the illusion that the film's space-time is single, fixed and continuous.

We have commented already on the fact that this film is, in part, a
meditation on the drama in film. The use of this space-time develops further this
line of thought. One important basis of drama, as Bazin repeatedly pointed out, is
the continuum of space-time in which the different elements in the action are held
together in a dramatic tension. The use of what appears to be a single shot then
serves both to establish the continuum and to draw attention to the fact that this
continuum is a condition of drama.
The effect on the temporal structure of the film of building it on this single
operation is even more important and embodies an insight that appears all the
more remarkable when we consider the film in the context of the tradition in
which it exists, the tradition of innovational filmmaking. One important feature of
innovational filmmaking in all its phases has been the use of disjunctive strategies
ranging from the deconstruction of narrative transitivity to the use of an assertive
editing style or to the gestural use of camera movement. The motivating impulse
for this disjunctive style has been the desire, common among many innovational
artists ofthe past half-century ranging from the surrealists and Gertrude Stein to
Maya Deren'' and Stan Brakhage, to create a sense of immediacy, of a perpetual
present in the art-work. The effect ofthis, ofcourse, was to destroy the sense ofthe
future, to annihilate the feeling of anticipation and expectation which, we have

seen, evokes the tension

of a drama
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the use of these disjunctive strategies, which by the time he came to make
Wavelength were commonplace amongst innovational filmmakers, thus reestablishing the continuum of time which subtends the action of a drama and
reaffirming the sense of the flow of time which conditions the tension evoked by
that action.rE
In a similar way, the traditional concerns which shaped the evolution ofthe
style of innovational filmmaking had led to the widespread use of such strategies
as the flattening of space, painting on film, and an associationalist editing style
which recreated on film a subjective space, the space ofvision and imagination. In
reaction to this, the fixed unblinking stare of the camera in Wavelength teestablishes the real continuous space that subtends the action of the drama and
makes the viewer very aware of that continuity.
This idea that the film is constituted by a single shot and so is recorded in
real space and time is, however, contradicted by a certain feature of this wotk.
During this portion of the film there occur, as was noted above, a number of light
changes which indicate passage from day to night and back to day again. The contradiction between these light changes, which indicate that the film time has been
synthesized ftom a number ofdifferent takes, and the general shape ofthe film,
which, being based upon a continual zoom, suggests that the film is recorded in
real time, both exposes the differences between film time, real time and narrative
time and reveals the synthetic and constructed character offilm time.
Suddenly one's attention is diverted from the continual extension of the
zoom. There occurs the second of the "human events": two women, one of whom
we saw previously supervising the moving into the room ofthe bookcase, walk into
the room and listen to a tadio broadcast (supposedly) of the Beatles' recording
"Strawberry Fields Forever".re In part, this portion ofthe film reiterates the contrast between the two cinematic styles discussed above, There is, however, a
marked contrast in the manner of presentation of this "human event" and that of
the first, for as a result of the extended use of a filter, the coloration of the image
representing the later event is, for a considerable period oftime, non-naturalistic.
This contrast between the naturalism ofthe representation ofthe first event and
the non-naturalism of the second demonstrates the importance of mimeticism for
sustaining the dramatic illusion. The same fact concerning sound is demonstrated
through the contrast in the manner in which the exits of the two women are
presented, for in one case the act is accompanied by sync sound, in the other case
not.
Just as suddenly as the "human event" began, it comes to an end ind some
of the most striking visual effects of the entire film occur. For a moment the image
disappears entirely and the frame becomes a solid colour field. This portion of the
film marks Snow's most intense reflection upon light as a material of film. This
meditation bears on several topics and is articulated in several ways. In the first
place, the disappearance of the image and the resultant transformation of the
frame into a solid colour field creates an environmental condition which shifts the
viewer's attention away ftom the illusionary depth which appears to lie behind the
screen and towards the space in front of the screen. As a result of this shift of attention, the viewer becomes very intensely aware of both the light reflected into
that space from the cinema screen and the light transmitted through that space in
the form of the projection beam.
The pure colour fields of this portion of the film are replaced by startlingly
coloured negative images of the loft whose visual field is the same as that of the
image which preceded the pure colour fields. This image is followed by several
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others, all in non-naturalistic colours of like intensity. As these images succeec
each other on the screen, the zoom continues its extension forward.

This portion of the film is significant in many ways. In the first place, the
negative and non-naturalistic coloration of the images causes an apparent flattening ofspace. This, ofcourse, directs the viewer's attention to one ofthe essential facts coneerning the material of film, namely, that the filmic image consists of
an arrangement of forms on a two-dimensional surface. Secondly, the startling
colour of the image again reminds the viewer (especially since it follows on that
portion of the film just described) of the projection beam.
When one realizes that Snow is contriving a number of devices to draw attention to the projection beam, one comes to realize that the overall structure
based upon the continual extension ofthe zoom figures a brilliant spatial analogl'
to the projection beam and the screen."A For the lengthening ofthe zoom has a
twofold effect on the image: firstly, it causes a continual flattening of the image.
and secondly, it causes a progressive restriction ofthe visual field ofthe image.
Thus, in the course of the film, there is described a sideways-lying pyramidal
figure--a figure similar to that formed by the projection beam-adjacent to a flat
surface. 'Ihe fact that the overall shape ofthe fi1m and the shape ofthe projection
beam share a common spatial character justifies the extension of the four-termed
homology of the structures of the film, the viewer's response to a drama, the
dramatic form itself and experience in general to include a fifth term: the structural features ofthe projection beam.
As the zoom continues its slow progression across the room and the visual
fie1d continues to be reduced, one becomes conscious that on the central panel of
wall facing the camera there are a number of rectangular objects, Soon after
becoming conscious of the presence of these objects one comes to sense that the
camera's rnovement is destined to end by centering on one ofthese objects.'0
This feature of the work demonstrates further aspects of the homology of
the overall structure of the film and the structure of the viewer's response to the
film as drama. One's initial response to the film is, of course, that of uncertain anticipation: one waits for some action to follow the first though one is uncertain
what to expect. As it becomes clear that the ovetall shape ofthe film is based upon
the continual progression forward ofthe zoom, one's response changes in character: one still expects action but now one has an expectation about the general
nature of that action: it will, one expects, be a further extension of the zoom. Up
to this point, however, a considerable uncertainty characterizes one's anticipation,

for as yet one is still in doubt about the eventual outcome of the

zoom's

progression forward. But as the rectangular objects on the central panel of the
walI facing the camera come to occupy a larger and larger portion of the screen,
this uncertainty is reduced, for one comes to expect that the fiIm will end with the
camera centering on one ofthe objects. And as the zoom's progression continues
even further any uncertainty about which object the camera will end by centering
upon is eliminated as it becomes clear that the progression is leading toward the
image of the sea waves. At this point, one is so certain about the eventual outcome
of the fiIm that the camera's movements seem destined. In short then, the overall
trajectory of the movement of the viewer's response to the film is from uncertain
anticipation to certain expectation.'zl In the structural effects of the film, based
upon the continuous extension of the zoom, a brilliant spatial metaphor to the
general trend ofthis movement is developed. For one effect ofthe extension ofthe
zoom is the continual restriction ofthe visual field ofthe image; this, ofcourse,
parallels the growing certainty one feels about the future development of the film.
One could therefore say that the long open space ofthe loft as seen at the begin-
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ning ofthe film stands for the open possibilities which cause the initial response of
uncertain anticipation, and that the restriction ofthe space brought on by the continual extension of the zoom stands for the diminishing of the sphere of pure
potentiality which causes the viewer's response to change fiom that of uncertainty
to certainty.
The structural feature of the restriction of space brought on by the
progression of the zoom stands also as an analogue to certain structural features
of drama and so seryes to demonstrate further aspects of the earlier noted isomorphism ofthe structure ofthe film and the structure ofdrama. The long open space
seen at the beginning of the film stands as an analogue for the wide range of
possible action which characterizes the beginning of a drama, while the continual
restriction of space brought on by the continual extension of the zoom parallels
and emblemizes the progressive restriction of the range of possible further actions
which occurs during the course of a drama. The presence of the rectangular objects on the central panel of the wall facing the camera and their subsequent
elimination develops a similar idea, for the presence of the objects stands for the
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range of possible outcomes of the drama" while the elimination of some of the
rectangular objects by the forward progression of the zoom stands for the
elimination of possible outcomes which occur in the course of the drama,
The presence ofthese rectangular objects and the subsequent elimination
from the field of view of all but one of them also serves to develop further that
analogy between the overall shape of the film and the structure of experience
which we noted earlier. For just as the zoom projects forward towards the rectangular objects on the wall facing the camera so also much of our experience is
likewise "intensionally oriented" i.e. projects forward to an horizon of anticipated
outcomes. And, just as the visual field of the image narrows and, as a result, all
but one of fhe images on the wall facing the camera are eliminated, so too in the
course of an experience the range of possible outcomes is progressively reduced
until one outcome becomes inevitable.
As a result of sensing that the room has a destination one comes, during
the course of the film, to feel that the space of the loft is held under the sway of the
inevitable unfolding of forces. At the same time, however, a series of events occur
the effect ofwhich is the polar opposite ofthis, for they act to subject the room to
the influenceof a number of arbitraryhappenings.23 These events ate of three
sorts. One class ofevents includes random alterations ofthe colour characteristics
ofthe image caused by the changes in film stock and the use offilters. The second
class includes sudden and arbitrary change6 in Iight caused by shooting the film at
various times of day and night. The third class includes the events which occur
outside the loft seen through the windows'4 on the wall facing the camera-the
passing of trucks, the whirling of the lights of automobiles passing in the night,
etc.2s The opposition between the arbitrariness ofthese events and the inevitability
of the actions which constitute the drama of the zoom's forward progression
creates a contrast oftesponse the effect ofwhich is to highlight the structural tensions at work in a drama and the manner in which these structural tensions serves
to hold the events in the drama in a nexus ofapparent inexorable inevitability.
Suddenly, the resolute tranquillity of progression of the zoom across the
room is disturbed when we hear the sound of breaking glass and a man climbing
stairs off-screen and what seems to be stumbling or scuffling. Finally, a marP6
staggers into the room and falls on the floor, apparently drunk or dead."
Immediately following this, there occurs a passage of filter effects, colour
changes and superimpositions ofconsiderable duration. And then, as suddenly as
the previous one began, the foutth in the series of "human events" is introduced.
A woman enters the room and places a call to a man named Richard. She reports
that there is a dead man on the floor, reiterates that he is dead and not drunk,
arranges to meet Richard downstairs, and leaves.
The intemelationship between these two events, the latter of which presents
a dramatic development upon the former but is temporally separated from it by

an interpolated passage,2t is rematkable well-conceived.'?e In part the significance ofthis portion ofthe film lies in the way it demonstrates further aspects of
the temporal structures of film and drama, and of our experience of temporality in
film and drama. For when, during the second of these events, the woman makes a
reference to the corpse lying on the floor, our thoughts are immediately cast back
to the time and space at which we saw the man staggering into the room and
falling on the floor. The temporal and spatial separation ofthe two events by the
interpolated passage and by the change from day to night intensifies and
heightens the effect of the passage of thought between the reference and event
referred to.30 Secondly, the relation between these two events serves to demonstrate the way in which the subsequent development of a narative can act to
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clarifu prior events and to reduce any ambiguity concerning them. At the end of
the earlier of these two "human events", we are left in a state of doubt as to
whether the man we have seen collapse on the floor is drunk or dead. The woman's
insistence, in the subsequent event that the man is not drunk but dead serves to
clarify this, thereby reducing the vexing ambiguity associated with this event. The
pattern of reduction of ambiguity is, of course, isomorphic with the pattern of the
teduction of visual field, which we noted earlier was an important structural
feature ofthe work.
These aspects of the relation between the two events serve to develop further the demonstration of the isomorphism of the structure of the frlm, the structure of our experience of the film-as-drama, the structure of drama itself, and the
structure of expetience in general. For just as the latter event refers back to the
earlier event and in so doing clarifies that event, so in our experience ofthis film
(and of drama in general) we constandy look back to earlier eyents and our understanding of these earlier €vents is enriched and deepened by this retrospective
examination. So moreover in any drama, later events have a connection with
earlier events and reduce their ambiguity. So too, in experience in general, we look
back to earlier events to clarift our understanding of them. Similarly, in all these
cases a resetyoir of past information acts on the present.
There is a further aspect ofthese events which bears remarking upon. The
film is, in a certain important regard, symmetrically structured, for both at the
beginning and near the end of the film a "human event" takes place. Nevertheless, an important asymmetry attaches to the spatial character of each of the
two events. At the beginning of the film, the zoom is set at its widest field and an
illusion of deep space is created. In consequence, the events are presented in a very
"realistic" manner. In the later events the zoom is quite far extended. As a result,
the space ofthe image is very flat, so that the event is presented in an unrealistic
manner. This asymmetry between the two sets of events and the contradiction between the spatial demands of dramatic action and the method of space used to
present the latter dramatic action (a contradiction heightened by the intensity of
dramatic effect of these episodes) demonstrate that continuous deep space is
necessary to sustain the illusion of dramatic action.
The fact that the nature ofthe relation between these two events forces one
to recollect a past event also extends one's thinking about the temporal structures
of drama and experience. For we have already seen that certain features of the
work cause one to anticipate events while others cause us to experience events in
the mode of presentational immediacy. Now we see that yet other features cause us
to recollect events.
In part this serves to demonstrate further aspects ofthe homology of structures between the structures of this film and of drama and experience, for it is
clear that, in drama as in experience, present events are qualified by past events
and events to come. Perhaps more important, however, is the fact that as a result
of these devices, events in the flrlm are experienced in three ways: they are anticipated, they are perceived and they are remembered. In contrasting these three
kinds of experience, Snow demonstrates with remarkable cogency the way in
which the temporal character of the intensional objects of experience affect the
nature of that experience. We can view the inexorable forward movement of the

zoom, which continually brings the mor€ distant nearer, as articulating an
allusion to "the passage" (to speak loosely) oftime, which continually brings the
future into the present, and to the process of passage from one kind of experience
to another. Thus another aspect of this rich work is that it constitutes a
phenomenological inquiry into temporality which resembles Sartre's in its concern
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with the "process by temporality" and with the way in which the temporal character ofthe intensional objects ofexperience affects the nature ofexperience.
Shortly after the "human event" ends, and before the tension generated by
it has dissipated, an extraordinary event occurs: suddenly a ghost image, in
negative superimposition, of the woman making the phone call appears and is
repeated several times. This event serves to develop several ideas. For one thing, it
reiterates the way in which later events in a drama connect with prior events, For,
just as the woman's reference to a corpse lying on the floor refers back to the
episode of the man's entering the room and falling on the floor, now the phantom
images of the woman making the call are used to allude to events in the past.
But more importantly the relationship between the actual "human event"
and this more abstract echo ofthe event also serves to extend the discourse on the
kinds of connections between events-a topic which, as we have previously noted,
is of great interest to Snow. For the image in negative superimposition carries
almost the same dramatic and emotional burden as the actual acted version. And
this establishes a further kind of continuum between these seemingly diverse softs
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of events, for the one event is an equivalent of the other. This sense of the two objects being joined in a continuum is further strengthened by the fact that the actual event and its echo are related in a kind of dramatic causal nexus, sincg thg
dramatic intensity of the actual human event seems to cause the film to bring
forth the negative superimposition.
In the last few minutes of the film, the meditation on illusionism conducted
throughout the film is recapped and in some ways even further extended. During
this portion of the film, the zoom continues its inexorable march across the final
few feet of the empty loft. One effect of the extension of the zoom in this portion of
the film is to eliminate the floor and ceiling from the image, leaving only a portion
of the wall opposite the camera open to view. As a result, the illusory space in front
of the wall articulated by the converging lines of the floor and ceiling is removed
from view and one is presented with an image of flat field. Thus in the course of
the film even the representational image changes from an image creating the
illusion of deep space to one that appears flat.3l The movement of the zoom could
be seen as a track towards the true nature offilm.
During these final five minutes of the film, another process occurs, namely
the emergence to clarity of the photographic images tacked on the wall opposite
the camera. When the images become clear we see there are three images. One,
centered on the wall below the other two images, is a shot of waves. Above this,
and to the right is a front and back composite photograph of a nude girl. To the
left, there are two white on black silhouettes of the Walking Women. one of these,
a larger figure than the other, is tacked on to the smaller figure and separated
from it by a white border.
We have commented above on the fact that this array of images sets up a
field of possibilities for the outcome of the film and in so doing articulates an
allusion to fundamental structural features of our experience of the film-asdrama, of drama itself, and of experience in general. It also demonstrates further
aspects of cinematic illusionism. Particularly significant in this regard are the
silhouette figures of the Walking Women. By setting the larger figure on top of the
smaller, Snow shows how a divergence of object size on a single flat plane can
create the illusion of depth. This manner of creating the illusion of depth is, of
course, characteristic of representational images in film. AIso of significance in
the arrangement ofthese figures is the white border separating the two figures, for
it is the border which exposes the means by which the illusion is created.32.
The film concludes with the zoom centering on the image of sea waves. The
selection of this image is significant for several reasons. For one thing, of all the
images on the wall this image is the most illusionistic. Thus, as the image comes to
fill the frame, the illusion of deep space, destroyed in the course of the film by the
flattening of the image attendant upon the extension of the zoom to its furthest
ranges, is re-established. In a sense, therefore, the film possesses a cyclical structure, for its begins and ends with a naturalistic image. At the end of the film,
however, the viewer is aware as he was not at the beginning ofthe illusory character of the deep space. Secondly, the oceanic character of the image serves to articulate a further reference to the unity of the continuum, an idea in which Snow
was, as we have seen, greatly interested when he made this film. One might even
feel compelled to go so far as to suggest an analogy between the ocean and the
continual flow of events and between the waves and the events within this continuous flow. And thirdly, no better image could have been found to define a space
which appears to stretch beyond that which could be enclosed by the loft. This
feature of the image, as we noted earlier, is used to articulate thoughts on the
nature of consciousness and on the possibility of transcendence.
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One ftnal topic demands to be commented upon, and that is the nature of
Snow's relationship to the traditions of innovational filmmaking which existed at
the time of his coming to the cinema. Until now we have spoken as if this relation
were simply one of rejection. This has, of course, been an oversimplication; it is no
more true of Snow than of any other innovational artist that he simply rejected the
traditions which preceded him. The relation is much more complex; in part it is
one of rejection and in part it is one of assimilation, extension and transformation,
I should like to show now how certain features of Snow's work are founded on a

transfotmation of features of the traditions of innovational filmmaking which
preceded him. In particular, I should like to discuss Snow's relationship to a certain aspect of Brakhage's work, since Brakhage epitomizes that tradition.
Brakhage's work is justly celebrated as an exploration of camera
movement. By positing a somewhat extraordinary convergence between vision and
expression, Brakhage used camera movements in such a way that they possessed
both gestural and mimetic significance, since they were to be taken both as records of behavioural acts in which could be read the subjective state of the filmmaker at the time of making the work and as imitative of the mechanism of vision.

In a

movement towards reifications3 which has characterized many recent
developments in art, Snow voids camera movements of any behaviourist or
mimetic import'o and uses movement instead as a formal principle for the
organization of the film. And as a further extension of this process, Snow takes
and makes one simple operation the principle of formal organization of the entire
work.rs

The result of this voiding of the camera movement of expressionist and
mimetic import, and of using the transformed camera movement as principles of
formal organization of the work is that the conceptual import of the work is conveyed in a manner different from the usual. For now the content ofthe work is not
something different from and expressed through the structure of the work; the
structure ofthe work becomes the content,
This has important consequences for the manner in which one reads the
meaning of the work. For no longer do the events in the film constitute a sign
system which must be interpreted in order to decipher the meaning of the film.
Rather the work becomes an object to be experienced, and it is through a consideration of the experiences evoked by the work that its "meaning" will be
discovered. Such works as this, then, invite reflections upon and considerations of

the mind in the processes of experiencing. On this ground, artistic production
converges with epistemological inquiry.
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This concern with the problems of illusionism is, of course, also partly grounded in the belief in the
importance of re-sensitizing which has characterized much of modern psychological thought. To a large
extent, speculation on this problem can also be seen as the inevitable consequence ofthe attempt to insert
subjectivist and expressionistic ideas into an aesthetic tradition which had been founded upon the concept of mimesis.

2
3

This view has been most powerfully argued by Stan Brakhage.

E.g. the fixed point of view of the camera, the limits of its field of view and the limits of the camera's
movements. The pohrity between a fixed space and a fixed tripod on the one hand and the free movement
of the camera (panning, tilting, and zmming) within these fixed limits on the other hand is a common

feature ofthe stiucturalist film, as Sitney points out in his important article on "Structural Film" (Filz
Cuhure,No.47, Summer 1969). The antecedent for this trchnical characteristic is found in the work of
Warhol (e.g. Parr, Sequence: Poor Little Rich Girl, and the Marie Menken episode of Tfte Chelseq Girlsl.
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This film gives the lie to Youngblood's claim (Expanded Cinema, p. 122\ made in connection with
Wavelength that by introducing the element of motion, specifically invisible motion (but the motion
referred to, the extension of the zoom, is perceivable: B.E.). like the hands of a clock (why like the hands
of a clock? Why not like the growth ofa flower or to use Youngblood's ungrammatical construction, like
a tlower? Is he perhaps trying to sneak in the idea oftemporality? B.E.), the filmmaker adds the temporal
element (adds the temporal element!? Any film exists in time! B.E.) to a composition that in all other
respects appears static (What are these other respects? What are the characteristics other than the lack of
motion by virtue of which an image is static? B.E.). Motion is the only phenomena that allows the perception of time." Snow demonstraies the falsity of this last claim by pointing out that the awareness of
subjective time is part ofthe experience of a film.

5 This concern with framing is a concern which Snow has expressed repeatedly during his career.
Consider as outstanding examples: 8x10, Ponrait of 1967, Sight 1967. the photographic images of the
tray of ice and, most closely relating to La Rigion Centrqle, the Canadian landscape seen through a
windshield and rear"view mirror. Interestingly, this concern represents a deviation of Michael Snow from
the "modernism" ofthe Sixties with which he is often identified. Snow continuallyjustifies his opposition
to the strategy of rejecting actual physical containment in favour of the use of closed forms by pointing
out almost obsessively the way in which the {iame transtbrms that which is framed into a distinct selfreflexiYe entity.

6

"Converging on La Rigion Centrale: Michael Snow in Conversation with Charlotte Townsend,"
arts cunadq,28: 4b-7, Feb. 1971.

7

A most important exception is, of course, Annette Michelson (v "Towards Snow" Art/brum,9:

30-37, June 1971).

8
9

Film Cuhure,No.46, Autumn'67.

This intensification of interest in the plastic character of images in the film by the devaluation of
the narrative is a prevalent, though little noted, feature ofthe modern cinema; it largely accounts for the
strength ofthe effect ofthe imagery in the films ofAntonioni and more especially Bresson.

10 As might be expected in the case ofa photographer/painter turned filmmaker, this matter has
been a rcurrent concern in Snow's films. One Second it Montreal, for example, demonstrates that by
transposing photographs into a film, one alters the nature ofthe viewer's response to them.

vement of expressionist and
'a movement as principles of
al import of the work is con:he content of the work is not

12 The fact that the dramatic I'ilm image exists in a tield charged betwtrn the poles ofthe present and
the future is a fact Snow brilliantly demonstrates in One Second in Montreal.

rner in which one reads the
n the film constitute a sign
rer the meaning of the film.
:d, and it is through a con-

13 A note on the sound track is in order. The sound track, as was noted earlier, consists of a nearly
continuous extended glissando interrupted only by real, synchronous sound during the human eyents.
The sound track thus parallels the visuals, tbr like the visuals it is for the most part structured upon a
single extended operation. Moreover, like the forward progression of the zoom, the increase in the
frequency of the sound on the track parallels the increase in tension which occurs during the course of a
drama. In my opinion, however, the track is much less successful than the visual film, for the sound,
having no discernible "destination", fails to create the structural tensions which are attendant upon the
anticipation ofa range ofpossible outcomes.
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upon and considerations of
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11
That this film deals with the stfuctural homology ofdrama and experience was first pointed out by
Annette Michelson in her characteristically brilliant article on Michael Snow in Artforum, to which I am
greatly indebted. ("Tov,ards Snow" 9: 30-37 June 1971).

14 Typitied surprisingly enough by another film of this remarkable filmmaker, New York Eye and
Ear Control.
15 This idea was extended and developedinLa Rigion Centale. v. p.3 ofthis article.
16 I am here speaking somewhat loosely. There is, of course, a play of spaces in film-between the
illusory three-dimensional space of the loft and the real two-dimensional surface of the screon, between
the space inside the loft and the space outside the loft, and between the surface ofthe screen and the space
ofrhe viewing room in front of ir.
17 Maya Deren's important contrast between vertical and horizontal structures is, for all the abuse it
received, one ofthe most cogent theoretical formulations ofthe problematic defined by this desire (v. Sitney, ed.. Fila Culture Raader, pp. 173f.fl.
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18 This feature ofthe work gives the lie to yet another claim advanced by Gene Youngblood (.Expanded Cinenta, p.125). namely, that the work is non-linear. What could be more linear than the use of
this continual forward extension of the zoom to articulate a sense of the continual stteam of time? His
characterization of the work could, in fact, be applied much more accurately to works of that very
tradition which Snow. as we have noted here, reacted against-the tradition which culminates with the
early work of Peter Kubelka (e.g. M osaic in Confidence-the very title is suggestive!), the incredibly assertive and disjunctive style of Stan Brakhage or the rapid single frame animation of Robert Breer whose
films truly do establish a non-lineargesrc/t.
1

9
9A

A song which, appropriately enough, deals with the idea of illusion and reality.

An inlportant compositional feature of this work which merits comment is the use of strategies
u'ithin the overall structure of the work to put the viewer in mind of those features for which the overall
structures of the film stand as a grand metaphor. A further example of this is the introduction of
dramatic moments into the film which bting the viewer to question the role of drama in the film.
I
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The time ofthis realization will, ofcourse, varv fiom person to person.
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22 Remarkably, when the viewer becomes conscious that the camera movement will eld by centering
on one of these. objects, he t'eels the same sort of tension as that brought on by the aniicffiion of the
range of possible outcomes ot'a drama..This again polnt5 up the fact tftt this film, thouglitor the nrost
part lacking in the kind of action traditional in the drama. possesses nonetheless the sfu"ctural tensions

of that tbrm.

23 The character and inlitten.e nflhesc evenLs \(cre first point out by Sitney ('structural Film'. Filnr
Calturc, No.4-. jutnrner lq0q, p.4).
24 lhere is a fut.ther randomness associated with these events occuring in the space outside the loft.
As a result of'rhe_changes in lrlm :1r,;)'. filtr'rs and printing pror-esses th"e rvindoiis of rfr" foft upp"ut
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29 ryg have already noted that the film deals rvith various kinds of connections between things. Here
another kind ofconnectlon is demonstrated, namliy, the connection ole\en1s in a dranratir r"ouerce. tn
this connection, the reiaricnship between the foui"human events"
b"..;;;;;;";;Ln.
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30 One suspects that this separation of events serves other functions as well. Inasmuch as this lilm is
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l-his. ofcourse. re(reates, in the overall structure ofthe film, the play between images creating the
illusion ol deep space ard images which appear flat. This play o..rrr.d ."ir-r ln iti. ni.'l" tr,"
"orrt.urt
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?9 He is Hollis Frampton, a fiiend of Michael Snow's and a distinguished structuralist filmmaker in
his own right.
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oerimenrui.rh^llsergicacid.r I-hefilmconcirrde.uirhariimagcuhictrappearrioh"ir,oroi"opacebcv,,nd
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This movemdnt towards reification is also exemplitied in the attempt to create a work which fcrr
the most part lacks the human action t-!-pical ofthe drama but uhich possesses the structural tcn5ions
inherent in that tbrm.

34 The strategies which Snow uses to void these movements are remarkable. Snow has ihroughout his
ocuvre chosen camera movements which have no counterpart in ordinary human vision. Nothing in
human vision approximates the mechanism of the zoom in Warelength, the panning and tilting in e.
or the whirling ca mera n La Rigiort Centrale. ln order to void these movements of any expressionistic int port. Snou has so reduced and protracted the camera movements that a single type of operation becomes
the structural principle for an enlire tr'ork.
35 The resultant monomorphic structure is in marked contrast to the polymorphic structure which
had become taditional in innovational filmmaking. This feature of Snow's work, too, demonstates that
Gene Youngblood's use of the term "constructivist" as an appellation for Snow's kind of cinema is a
frightful misappropriation. For. although the issue is made somewhat complex by the fact that the
minimalist style in art has forced a reconsideration of aspects of the constructivist experiment in the arts,
and although Snow's cinema shares certain features with minimalism, Snorv's work is a great distance
from the constructivist experiments in both constructivist theafe and cinema which, being founded on
the concept of a montage of discrere particles, ivas polymorphic in character. Furthermore, the spiritual
concerns of Snow's work are at a great remove from the thoroughly secular and objectifying concerns of
the constructivi\r tradirion.
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